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A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away...
I argued for modeling the “lookback” period in survey questions in the LOINC Timing attribute.

That idea was shot down.
but is “not dead” yet...
Now about 2,000 of them

http://search.loinc.org/search.zul?query=in+%28last+OR+past%29+type%3A4

Lots of variations in the phrasing:

In past {timeframe}
In the past {timeframe}
Over the past {timeframe}
In last {timeframe}
Proposal

Exclude “in [the] last/past {timeframe}” from Component Model {timeframe} in Timing

Survey Question text stays verbatim
Issues / Crazy Stuff

“Antidepressant received in last 7D or since admission & or reentry if less than 7D”

“Fall one or more times in the last 2 to 6 months prior to admission”

probably more when we look closely...